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INTRODUCTION

Ramboll UK Limited (“Ramboll”) was commissioned by Cyrus One (the “Client”) to provide
environmental permitting support in relation to the proposed installation and operation of
emergency generators at a planned data centre site. The data centre is to be located at 700
Stirling Road, Slough, SL1 4ST (the “site”). The data centre and associated generators will be
operated by CyrusOne UK3 Ltd.

This site condition report is intended to satisfy the EA’s request for such a report as part of the
application for an Environmental Permit and has been developed following the guidance and
template provided in the EA’s Guidance for Applicants (H5) – Site Condition Report document.

Reliance and General Limitations

The conclusions presented in this report represent Ramboll UK Limited’s best professional
judgment based upon the information available and conditions existing as of the date of the
review.  In performing its assignment, Ramboll UK Limited must rely upon publicly available
information, information provided by the client and information provided by third-parties.
Accordingly, the conclusions in this report are valid only to the extent that the information
provided to Ramboll Limited was accurate and complete.  This review is not intended as legal
advice, nor is it an exhaustive review of site conditions or facility compliance.  Ramboll UK
Limited makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, about the condition of the
site.

Ramboll UK Limited’s scope of work for this assignment did not include collecting samples of any
environmental media. As such, this review cannot rule out the existence of latent conditions.
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1. SITE DETAILS

1.0 Site Details

Name of the applicant Cyrus One

Activity Address 700 Stirling Road, Slough, SL1 4ST

National Grid Reference 495360, 181670

Permit Number EPR/EP3608PM/A001

Document reference and dates
for Site Condition Report at
permit application and surrender

Site Condition Report at Permit Application:
1700003827_1_Stirling Road Site Condition report, prepared by
Ramboll UK Limited, October 2019

Document references for site
plans (including location and
boundaries)

· Appendix 1 - Site Location Plan - 1700003827 Issue 1 Stirling
Road, Figure 1

· Appendix 1 - Site Layout Plan - 1700003827 Issue 1 Stirling
Road, Figure 2

· Appendix 1 - Site Drainage Plan – 03623B-001
· Appendix 1 – Previous exploratory hole locations (reproduced

from a third-party report), Figure 4
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2. CONDITION OF THE LAND AT PERMIT ISSUE

The table below provides a description of the site’s environmental setting from a review of
publicly available information and previous third-party site investigation reports.

Table 2-1:  Environmental Setting

Conditions Source /
Supporting
Information

Description

Geology British Geological
Society (BGS)
website, accessed
May 2019
www.bgs.ac.uk

Information on the geology underlying the site and the area
surrounding the site was obtained from electronic mapping
and publicly available borehole records the British Geological
Society (BGS) website.
Online BGS Mapping
Superficial deposits are recorded to underlie the entire site,
comprising the Langley Silt Member (clay and silt).  The BGS
website identifies the Langley Silt Member to have an
average thickness of 3m.
The Langley Silt Member is shown to be underlain by bedrock
geology of the Lambeth Group (clay, silt and sand).  The BGS
website suggests that this group is typically up to 39m in
thickness and is further underlain to depth by the Seaford &
Newhaven Formations (chalk).  However, it should be noted
that borehole logs available in the BGS website in the wider
area surrounding the site suggest that the chalk may be
present at a shallow depth beneath the site, as summarised
in the following section.

BGS Boreholes Records

The BGS website does not hold records of boreholes located
on site. The closest publicly available BGS recorded borehole
is approximately 150m south, BGS ref. SU98SE53, which was
reported to be drilled to approximately 344m in depth and
dated 28/07/1934. The borehole log can be summarised as:
· ‘River Drift’ to 7m – gravel.
· Reading Beds from 7 to 8.8m – red mottled clay.
· Upper Chalk from 8.8 to 93m – grey chalk and flints.
· Middle Chalk from 93 to 161.5m – greyish-white chalk,

nodular in places.
· Lower Chalk from 161.5 to 221.6m – greyish-white sandy

and marly chalk, becomes darker in colour with depth
and bottom 5ft is comprised of a grey greenish sandy
marl.

· Upper Greensand from 221.6 to 228.6m – fine grained
calcareous sandstone.

· Gault from 228.6 to 304.5m – grey slightly micaceous
clays, sandy clay towards the base.

· Lower Greensand from 304.5m to 344.4m – fine sand
with occasional coarse concretions and clayey bands.

The superficial clay and silt deposits of the Langley Silt
Member were not recorded as being encountered in this
borehole; instead the superficial deposits encountered were
the River Terrace deposits (likely to be more permeable than
the Langley silt). The recorded bedrock geology in the log is

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/
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Conditions Source /
Supporting
Information

Description

in line with the BGS online mapping, identified as the
Reading Beds (a former name for the Lambeth Group), but
the log records a reduced thickness of 1.8m. The borehole
log confirms that the Lambeth group is underlain by the
Chalk Group at a depth of 8.8m.

Geology Delta-Simons
previous reporting1

Between August 2016 to October 2018 intrusive geo-
environmental ground investigations were undertaken at the
site by Delta-Simons. At the time of the investigations the
site was occupied by five detached industrial units and
associated service yards. The objectives of the investigations
were to provide information on the environmental quality of
the soil and groundwater beneath the site in the context of
contaminated land and provide information on the ground
gas regime beneath the site in the context of the
redevelopment of the site for commercial use.
In total nineteen boreholes were drilled on-site, to depths
between 4.6 and 14m below ground level (bgl).
Ground conditions on-site described by Delta-Simons in the
2016 Phase II Geo-Environmental Assessment are
summarised below:
· The majority of the site was surfaced in hardstanding.
· Made Ground (encountered between 0.15 to a maximum

depth of 2.3m bgl): brown sandy GRAVEL encountered in
all locations.

· Langley Silt Member (0.15-3.2m bgl): orangish brown
SILT and CLAY with variable amounts of sand and flint
gravel. Encountered in the majority of locations.

· Taplow Gravel Formation (1.9-7.6m bgl): orangish brown
SAND and flint GRAVEL, locally clayey. Encountered in
the majority of locations.

· Seaford and Newhaven Chalk Formation (7.4m bgl -
proven to 12m bgl): structureless chalk composed of flint
and chalk gravel.

It is noted that the Lambeth group (identified on the BGS
mapping) was not encountered by Delta Simons during the
intrusive investigation, and that the Taplow Gravel Formation
was directly overlying the Seaford and Newhaven Chalk.

Hydrogeology Aquifer designation
mapping available
at
www.magic.gov.uk,
accessed May 2019
Envirocheck
database

Aquifer Designations
The Environment Agency (EA) Aquifer Designation for the
Superficial geology underlying the site is Unproductive
Strata; this is considered likely to relate to the Langley Silts.
The EA Aquifer Designation for the Taplow Gravel Formation
is a Principal Aquifer. The underlying Chalk is also classed by
the EA as a Principal Aquifer.
The site lies within a groundwater source protection zone
(SPZ) III (total catchment), which is defined as the total area
needed to support the discharge from the protected
groundwater source. However, the database does not identify

1 Phase I Geo-Environmental Assessment, ref no. 16-0329.01, Sept 2016. Phase II Geo-Environmental Assessment, ref no. 16-

0329.01, Dec 2016. Additional Groundwater Assessment Report, ref no. 16-0329.05, Aug 2017. Piling Validation Report, ref no. 16-
0329.04, Jan 2018. Factual Investigation Report, ref no. 16-0329.07, Oct 2018.

http://www.magic.gov.uk/
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Conditions Source /
Supporting
Information

Description

a licensed potable groundwater abstraction within 1km of the
site.
The EA currently classifies the underlying groundwater body
at the site (Twyford Tertiaries) as being of ‘good’ quantitative
status and ‘good’ chemical quality under the Water
Framework Directive classification scheme.

Licensed Groundwater Abstractions

A third-party environmental database (Envirocheck) holds
records of the following licensed groundwater abstractions for
non-potable uses within 1km of the site:
· Three records associated with one groundwater

abstraction license located 340m north west, operated by
Slough Energy Supplies Ltd for private water
undertaking: general use (medium loss).  No information
on the geological strata which is the source of the
abstraction are provided.

· One record associated with Equinix (UK) Limited 386m
south, for other industrial/commercial/public services:
evaporative cooling

A further twenty-nine groundwater abstractions are between
500 and 1km of the site, none for use as a potable water
supply.
The site is considered to be in an area of moderate to high
sensitivity with regards to groundwater, due to the presence
of the Taplow Gravel and the Chalk Principal Aquifers at
relatively shallow depth. The lower permeability Langley Silt,
where present, may provide some protection to the
underlying Taplow Gravel.

Hydrogeology Delta-Simons
previous reporting

Monitoring of resting water levels from boreholes installed at
the site by Delta-Simons between August 2016 and October
2018 found groundwater to rest between 3.16 and 5.21m bgl
(29.09 to 27.27m AOD). Groundwater strikes could not be
identified during drilling but, based on the recorded resting
groundwater levels during return monitoring, it is typically
encountered within the Langley Silt Member and Taplow
Gravel Formation. Well installations targeted these geological
strata units and did not enter the chalk beneath.
The resting groundwater levels suggest that a continuous
groundwater body is present within the superficial deposits
underlying the site.
Groundwater is considered likely to be present in the Chalk
aquifer; however, the available investigation data does not
identify whether groundwater in the Chalk is in hydraulic
continuity with groundwater in the superficial deposits.

Anticipated Groundwater Flow Direction

The Additional Groundwater Assessment Report by Delta-
Simons produced an interpolated groundwater contour plot,
from which they interpreted the shallow groundwater flow in
the superficial deposits as towards the south and east.
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Conditions Source /
Supporting
Information

Description

The chemical quality of the groundwater, as determined in
the Delta-Simons report, is discussed in Section 2.2.

Hydrology Ordnance Survey
mapping
Envirocheck
database
Environmental
Agency Flood map
for planning

Nearest Identified Surface Water Course
The nearest identified surface water feature is Salthill Stream
approximately 900m west. The EA currently classifies this
water feature as being of ‘moderate’ ecological quality and
‘good’ chemical quality under the Water Framework Directive
classification scheme.

Licensed Surface Water Abstractions

No licensed surface water abstractions are recorded within
the Envirocheck database within 1km of the site.

Flood Risk

According to publicly available EA flood mapping, the site lies
within a Flood Zone 1 (Low Probability). This zone comprises
land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1000 annual
probability of river or sea flooding (<0.1% in any year). The
closest area of land recorded as having an elevated risk of
flooding is located approximately 220m south-west of the
site.
The site is considered to be in an area of low sensitivity with
regards to surface water, due to the distance between the
site and the closest identified surface water feature (Salthill
Stream). Shallow groundwater underlying the site is
considered unlikely to be in direct hydraulic continuity with
surface water in the Salthill Stream.

Ecological
Designated
Sites

Envirocheck
database
Environment
Agency

Ecological Designated Sites
There is an Area of Adopted Green Belt 870m north and a
Local Nature Reserve 960m west from the site.
There are no statutory designated sites identified within 1km
of the site (sites of special scientific interest, special
protection areas, special areas of conservation or Ramsar
sites).

Table 2-2:  Pollution History

Conditions Source Description

Pollution
Incidents

Envirocheck
database
(reproduced in
Appendix 4)

Recorded Pollution Incidents
A third-party environmental database (Envirocheck) holds no
records of pollution incidents on site.
The closest record of a Substantiated Pollution Incident
occurred 740m west in September 2009, from Pollutant:
Organic Chemicals/Products: Surfactants and Detergents.
The event was considered to be a Major Incident – Category
1 (Water); No Impact– Category 4 (Air); and No Impact –
Category 4 (Land).
Thirteen Pollution Incidents to Controlled Waters are
recorded in the Envirocheck Database at less than 1km from
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Conditions Source Description
the site. Four incidents were recorded within 250m of the
site, detailed below:
· 80m east in September 1996, Pollutant: miscellaneous –

fire water/foam, Category 3 – Minor Incident.
· 160m south-east in June 1997, Pollutant: Unknown

Sewage, Category 3 – Minor Incident.
· 160m south-east in August 1997, Pollutant: Chemicals –

Unknown, Category 1 – Major Incident.
· 180m east in September 1998, Pollutant: Oils –

Unknown, Category 3 – Minor Incident.
These incidents pre-date the development of the site for use
as a datacentre and are located off-site. They are considered
unlikely to have resulted in long-term impacts within the
installation boundary.

Contaminated Land Register Entries

None recorded within 2km of the site.

Prosecutions or Enforcement Actions

The closest record in the Envirocheck database is located
approximately 150m E, dated the 22/08/1997, and relates to
an enforcement to stop further use of caustic soda tank until
any damage caused by the spillage of hydrochloric acid is
identified and remedied.

Historical
Land Uses

Historical ordnance
survey mapping
provided by
Envirocheck
(reproduced in
Appendix 2)

On Site
Historical ordnance survey maps have been obtained from, a
third-party environmental database (Envirocheck).
From the earliest available historical map (dated 1876) until
1955 the site is depicted as undeveloped, with a field
boundary running north to south through the site.  After
1955 a cart track is depicted running east-west, close to the
northern site boundary and a drain is depicted running north
to south along the former field boundary, through the centre
of the site.  The drain appears to flow off-site into a coal yard
and engineering works to the south.
By maps dated 1961 to 1974, upon entering the site from
the north, the route of the drain was altered to run east
parallel with the route of the cart track and then turning
south near to the eastern site boundary.  The former route of
the drain through the centre of the site was potentially
infilled, although the majority of the site is depicted as
undeveloped.  The 1961 map shows a rectangular structure
present in the south of the site, which extends off-site to the
south, across the adjacent coal yard and appearing to
terminate at the Power Station which lay south of Edinburgh
Avenue.  This structure appears to be an extension to the
travelling crane which had earlier been depicted to the south
of the site (first noted on maps dated 1924). A fence or
boundary line is depicted crossing the centre of the site from
east to west.
On the 1969 map the travelling crane was no longer present
on the site, but a section remained to the south of the site.
Ramboll notes that the site itself was not annotated as being
used as a coal yard; however, the presence of a travelling
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Conditions Source Description
crane in the south of the site, and the realignment of the
drainage ditch, suggests that there may have been storage
activities (possibly coal) taking place at the site associated
with the power station.
In the historical map published 1969 to 1978 the site is
developed, with maps depicting Stirling Road entering the
site from the east and five rectangular buildings of
commercial/industrial appearance:
· North-western unit – unidentified, an electrical sub-

station is annotated adjacent to the west of the building;
· Northern unit - labelled as Film Studios;
· North-eastern unit – unidentified, partially extends off-

site to the east;
· South-eastern unit - labelled as a warehouse; and
· South-western unit - labelled as a depot.
Web based aerial imagery from 2003 depicts the site as
remaining in the same layout until the most recent photos
taken in June 2018, which show the site undergoing
redevelopment. The units have been demolished and the
new data centre building has been constructed, although at
the time of the site visit the external site areas (including the
generator housing) have not been developed.
Surrounding Area
From the earliest available maps (1870s) to the 1910s the
surrounding area remained undeveloped with the exception
of occasional farm houses and the Great Western Railway
(GWR) running east-west 530m south of the site.
By the 1920s Slough Trading Estate was depicted from 100m
south, the closest works including a jam factory, electricity
works (including a water tower) and St. Helens Cable &
Rubber Works.  A travelling crane is depicted on land to the
south of the site, extending over Edinburgh Avenue to the
electricity works.  A small gravel pit 380m north and a
reservoir 680m north-west were also depicted. The GWR had
expanded during this time and the Trading Estate Station
and associated Engine House were depicted 730m and 740m
south-east respectively.
By 1955 the historical map depicts the Slough Trading Estate
to the south as having expanded.  A coal yard is annotated
adjacent to the south of the site (potentially present since
the mid-1920s and associated with the electricity works) and
an engineering works, sheet metal works and cannery
adjacent to the west. The power station (former electricity
works) 100m south had expanded and included five cooling
towers, a water tower and multiple tanks.
By the 1970s multiple factories and works were depicted
adjacent to the east, west and south. The power station was
still present at this time and two additional cooling towers
were depicted 30m and 70m south-east.
Historical mapping from the 1990s depicted the Slough
Trading Estate as expanding further north and south, and
residential areas to the north also growing in size.
Web based aerial imagery from October 2003 depicts the site
adjacent to the west redeveloped into one large unit from
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Conditions Source Description
two smaller units. The surrounding land uses have remained
largely the same from the 1990s to present day, the cooling
towers and power station to the south still present.

Waste
Management
Facilities

Envirocheck
Database

Landfill Sites
There are three historical landfill sites recorded in the
Envirocheck Database within 1km of the site:
· 290m north, first and last input date 31/12/1960 –

31/12/1970, deposited waste included inert and
industrial waste.

· 380m north-west, first and last input date 31/12/1960 –
31/12/1984, deposited waste included inert and
industrial waste.

· 830m south, deposited waste included inert and
industrial waste.

There are no BGS recorded landfill sites within 2km of the
site; however, there are two registered landfill sites within
2km of the site:
· 330m north, 15/03/1982, no current license, authorised

waste: ashes, cinders, controlled wastes, excavated
natural materials, glass/cullet, hardcore and rubble,
industrial inert waste, paper/cardboard waste,
plastic/polythene, sand & grit, small metal objects,
textiles, wood waste/timber.

· 340m north-west, 31/10/1979, no current license, small
max input rate.

Licensed Waste Management Facilities
There are four Licensed Waste Management Facilities within
1km of the site:
· 15m south-west, Operator: Fibre Fuel Ltd, Physical

Treatment Facilities, License Issued: 14/09/2001,
currently expired.

· 170m east, Operator: Fibre Fuel Ltd, Physical Treatment
Facilities, License Issued: 20/03/1996, currently
surrendered.

· 630m north, Operator: Slough Borough Council,
Household, Commercial and Industrial Waste Landfills,
License Issued: 23/05/1990, currently closed.

· 720m west, Operator: G4S Integrated Services (UK) Ltd,
WEEE Treatment Facility, License Issued: 13/07/2011.

Waste Treatment Sites
There are three registered Waste Treatment or Disposal Sites
within 1km of the site:
· 150m south-west, License Holder: Fibre Fuel Ltd,

Transfer – with treatment, no known restriction on
source of waste, dated 14/09/2001, operational as far as
is known.

· 270m east, License Holder: Fibre Fuel Ltd, Transfer –
with treatment, Max Input Rate: Medium, no known
restriction on source of waste, dated 24/03/1996,
operational as far as is known.

· 730m south-west, License Holder: Continu-Fix (UK) Ltd,
treatment, no known restriction on source of waste,
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Conditions Source Description
Authorised Waste: photographic fixer, silver sulphide
sludges, dated 27/09/1993, not currently licensed.

Environment
al Permits

Envirocheck
database

Part A(1) Environmental Permits

Fifteen integrated pollution prevention and control records lie
within 2km of the site, twelve within 250m of the site. The
closest six records relate to the power station from the 21st

December 2006 to the most recent on the 12th October
2017, for combustion (any fuel greater or equal to 50MW),
incineration of non-hazardous waste in an incineration or co-
incineration plant with a capacity exceeding 3 tonnes/hr.

Part B Environmental Permits

There are two records of local authority integrated pollution
prevention and control within 2km of the site:
· 60m south, Slough Power Station, energy industries,

combustion, status – permit issued.
· 490m south-west, Duco International Ltd, mineral

industries, status - permit revoked.
There are twenty-three local authority integrated pollution
prevention and control records within 2km of the site, the
closest record is:
· 250m south, 30/09/1993, Metal Colours Ltd, local

authority air pollution control, PG6/31 powder coating
processes, status – not supplied.

Current Site
Activities

Site visit undertaken
by Laurence Shotliff
of Ramboll

Ramboll undertook a site visit on the 17th May 2019.
Discussion were held with Sam Taylor, the site manager for
the construction contractor Kier Group.
At the time of the visit the concrete foundations and outer
steel framed structure of the data centre had been
constructed. Construction of the generator foundations and
housing had not yet begun. Four soakaways had reportedly
been installed on-site as part of the datacentre construction
works; three in the south-east and one underneath the
proposed generator housing in the west of the site.
According to the site contact demolition of the previous
buildings on-site began in 2017 and the demolition materials
were crushed and re-used on-site. A new Scottish and
Southern Energy (SSE) sub-station was being constructed
off-site (adjacent to the south of the site) and the site
contact anecdotally stated that mercury contamination has
been remediated in this off-site area. Ramboll notes that
there is no record of this remediation within the records
provided Slough Borough Council’s Environmental Health
Officer.

Environment
al Health
Enquiry

Slough Borough
Council
Environmental
Health Officer

The site has been identified under the council’s contaminated
land strategy as being a “low/medium” risk site but is not
currently considered a priority site for further investigation.
The EHO identified the following potentially contaminated
land sites on or in the nearby surrounding area:
· 697 Stirling Rd, moderate risk, site history includes uses

as film studios, sound effects suppliers, diffusion and
ventilating products works.
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· 700-702 Stirling Rd, moderate risk, site history includes

uses as film studios, injection moulders and tool makers,
sheet metal works and offices.

· 702 Stirling Rd, low risk, site history includes uses as
coal yard, depot, building contractors, stove enamellers.

· 703 Stirling Rd, low risk, site history includes uses as
coal yard, warehouse, electrical wholesalers.

· 704 Stirling Rd, low risk, site history includes uses as
coal yard, warehouse, paper stockists, motor body repair
works.

· 126 Fairlie Rd (adjacent site), moderate risk, historical
uses as mechanical engineering and ordnance works.

The EHO provided the following information on nearby
environmental permits:
· 20m S, Slough Heat and Power Station, combustion.
· 100m SW, Mars UK Ltd, manufacture and packaging of

confectionary.
· 200m S, Metal Colours Ltd, surface treatment processes.
· 250m E, Bodytechnics Limited, re-spraying of road

vehicles.
Disused tank registry data:
· 200m S, 2 tanks, made safe 16/02/2000.
· 220m SW, 4 tanks, made safe 25/10/1983.
· 230m SW, 1 tank, made safe, license period pre-1976.
Seven private water supplies are reportedly located between
750 and 900m north-west of the site. Not all of the
abstractions are reportedly in use, no further information
was provided.

Evidence of
Historical
Contaminati
on

See above sources The historical mapping suggests the site remained
predominantly undeveloped until the mid to late 1960s,
although there is potential for the site (or the southern part
of the site) to have been used for storage activities (possibly
coal), associated with the presence of a travelling crane, and
the coal yard and the power station to the south.  There is
also potential for a drainage ditch on site to have been
infilled; initially as part of works to realign the ditch in the
1960s, and later on prior to the development of the
commercial / industrial units.
The commercial / industrial units were demolished by 2018,
and the site has since been developed as a data centre.  The
site lies within the Slough Trading Estate Simplified Planning
Zone, which confers planning conditions on certain classes of
development, so that developments can be progressed
quickly; these include conditions relating to the assessment
of land contamination.
Discussions with a representative of the construction
contractor on site has indicated that a ground gas membrane
is being included within the development; this is reportedly
due to the previous identification of ground gas in the west
corner of the site.  The contractor’s representative also
indicated that the new building has piled foundations in the
west, although piled foundations were not required for the
entire building.
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Development of what is now the extensive Slough Trading
Estate commenced within 100m of the site by the mid-
1920s.  This initially including a coal yard adjacent to the site
with an electricity works beyond; over time the electricity
works expanded into a power station, which remains present.
During Ramboll’s site visit the contractor’s representative
also indicated that mercury contamination had been
identified on the adjacent site to the south east, and that this
had been remediated.
A Phase I Geo-Environmental Assessment undertaken by
Delta Simons in September 2016 (prior to the redevelopment
of the site) identified a similar site history, with potential
sources of primarily associated with the Site’s use as an
engineering works, warehouse and depot with associated
storage tanks, and potential Made Ground from historical
redevelopment. These could include contaminants such as
oils, solvents and metals (associated with depot and
warehouse uses), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(associated with potential coal storage) and polychlorinated
biphenyls (associated with former electricity sub-station).
In general, the surroundings are considered to have a
similar, if not greater, contaminative potential than the site.
The potential for off-site contaminants to migrate onto site
would be dependent on the underlying geological and
hydrogeological conditions. Delta-Simons intrusive geo-
environmental investigation identified a shallow groundwater
body in the superficial deposits underlying the site, with an
apparent south to east groundwater flow direction.  Off-site
potential historical sources of contamination lying likely up-
groundwater hydraulic gradient includes infilled land and
historical landfills to the north west and north. The power
station is potentially down-to-cross hydraulic gradient, based
on available data.

Baseline Soil
and
Groundwater
Reference
Data

See above sources
Data Centre FAQ
Headline Approach
DRAFT version 10.0
H.Tree 01/06/18 –
Release to Industry,
published by the
Environment Agency
(reproduced in
Appendix 5)
Delta-Simons Phase
II Geo-
Environmental
Assessment,
December 2016
(Project No. 16-
0329.01).
Delta-Simons
Additional
Groundwater
Assessment Report,
August 2017

Baseline soil and groundwater reference data has been
obtained from the previous Delta-Simons intrusive geo-
environmental investigations.
For the purposes of this SCR, diesel fuel and glycol are
considered to be the only ‘relevant hazardous substances’
which will be in use at the site.  Diesel storage and use takes
place within the generator enclosure in the south of the site,
and comprises 8 x 35m3 storage tanks. Glycol is present as a
coolant for the generator units.
Based on this, the SCR presents baseline reference data for
contaminants which have the potential to be associated with
the site’s historical uses, and also with the current / future
storage of diesel fuel and glycol; namely hydrocarbons and
VOCs including:
· Speciated total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH-CWG) in

the carbon range C5 to C44 (aliphatic and aromatic
compounds);

· Sixteen commonly occurring speciated polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (speciated PAHs);

· Volatile aromatic hydrocarbons (VOCs) including
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes (BTEX).
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(Project No. 16-
0329.05).
Delta-Simons Piling
Validation Report,
January 2018
(Project No. 16-
0329.04).
Delta-Simons
Factual Investigation
Report, October
2018 (Project No.
16-0329.07).

Figure 4 in Appendix 1 shows the location of Delta-Simons
exploratory hole locations.
Soil Baseline Reference Data
In summary, the following exploratory locations were in the
vicinity of the data centre’s generator housing and diesel
storage:
· Boreholes CP102, BH201, BH203 and DS506; and
· Trial pits TP302, TP303, TP304, TP104, TP107 and

TP307.
The exploratory hole logs do not identify field evidence of
hydrocarbon contamination (staining, odours).
Laboratory analysis for TPH-CWG, speciated PAH or VOCs
was not undertaken on soil samples recovered from these
exploratory locations.
Additional exploratory holes were advanced across the wider
site (comprising boreholes and trial pits).  Of these, selected
samples were analysed for TPH CWG, speciated PAHs and
VOCs:
· DS101 at 0.5m (Langley Silt), north west of the site:

This recorded a total TPH concentration of
2,797.1mg/kg, much of which was detected within the
aliphatic C21 to 35 range.  The PAHs phenanthrene,
fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, pyrene,
benzo(a)anthracene and benzo(b)flouranthene, with
concentrations ranging from 0.51mg/kg to 1.1mg/kg.
VOCs were below the laboratory method reporting limit.

· DS104 at 0.1m, TP102 at 0.2m, TP104 at 0.55m and
TP105 at 0.2m (all samples of the Made Ground)
recorded PAHs and VOCs below laboratory method
reporting limits.  TPH-CWG was not analysed.

· DS103 at 0.4m and 1.5m (both Langley Silt) recorded
PAHs and VOCs below laboratory method reporting
limits.  TPH-CWG was not analysed.

Groundwater Baseline Reference Data
Groundwater samples were obtained by Delta-Simons from
monitoring wells installed at the site and analysed in 2016
and 2017:
· In 2016 groundwater samples were collected from two

monitoring wells; CP101 in the north and CP102 in the
south (CP102 was in the area of the generator
enclosure).  The groundwater analysis for both boreholes
was <LOD for speciated TPH, speciated PAHs and VOCs.

· In 2017 groundwater from seven monitoring wells
(DS501 to DS507, shown on the lab certificates as
BH501 to BH507) were sampled.  DS506 and DS507 are
located in the south of the site, in the vicinity of the
generator enclosure.  The groundwater analysis for all
samples was <LOD for speciated TPH, speciated PAHs
and VOCs.

The Delta Simons reports are presented in Appendix 6.
Baseline soil analytical data for hydrocarbons is limited; the
one analytical result available is not considered to be
significantly elevated with respect to hydrocarbon
concentrations, although it is recognised that this sample
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was obtained in the north west of the site and may not be
representative of the soils in the vicinity of the datacentre’s
generator enclosure (south of the site).
However, groundwater analytical data provides a wider
spread of hydrocarbon analysis across the site from shallow
groundwater within the superficial deposits.  This includes
the area of the datacentre’s generator enclosure.  Based on
the available data, the generator enclosure is likely to be in a
hydraulically down gradient location on site.  All
hydrocarbons in groundwater analysed by Delta Simons were
below the laboratory method detection limit, which suggests
that there is not a widespread source of shallow
hydrocarbons in the soils at the site.
Delta-Simons considered that the risks associated with piling
at the site were considered to be negligible and a watching
brief was recommended.  Furthermore, a letter from the
Environment Agency (EA) on the 20/10/2017 indicated that
the EA is satisfied the Principal Aquifer (Taplow Gravel
Formation) that underlies the Langley Silt is not impacted by
contamination from historic industrial uses on-site. The letter
also acknowledges the watching brief carried out during
piling operations on-site.
With reference to the EA published Data Centre FAQ Headline
Approach, which, with respect to soil and groundwater,
states:

Paragraph 17, page 4:

“The groundwater monitoring of fuel storage tanks and
distribution pipework using GW [groundwater] boreholes is
risk based for the site condition report (SCR) and IED 5-
yearly monitoring.  Should GW monitoring be required for
underground tanks and/or the SCR, the boreholes should be
positioned for whole site surveillance (for the SCR) rather
than as a very local control immediately around the buried
fuel oil tanks (i.e. not be just an addition to double skinned
tanks already protected by leak detection and hence ignoring
distribution pipework etc).”

Paragraph 18, page 4:

“10-yearly soil sampling under IED is normally not needed
but still needs some justification.”
The site meets the requirements of BAT for above ground
diesel storage.  All infrastructure associated with the
transport and use of diesel is located above ground, in areas
of hardstanding with secondary containment which meets
BAT.  Based on this, and the available baseline data, it is
recommended that:
· In line with the IED monitoring requirements for

groundwater, groundwater monitoring wells are installed
within the superficial deposits (Langley Silt / Terrace
Gravels) at most five years after issue of the
Environmental Permit.

· Should a release of a dangerous substance (diesel or
glycol) occur during the first five years of the
installations life, there may be a requirement to
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undertake intrusive investigation and install groundwater
monitoring wells sooner.

· The monitoring wells should be located to provide
information on groundwater quality up and down
hydraulic groundwater gradient of the generator
enclosure, and of the soakaways.

· The well locations, drilling and construction should be
designed and supervised by a suitably quality
environmental professional. Agreement may need to be
obtained from the Environment Agency before the wells
are installed.

· Groundwater monitoring and sampling from the installed
wells should be undertaken at a minimum of five yearly
intervals and analysed for hydrocarbons; this is
envisaged to be speciated TPH-CWG, BTEX compounds
and 16 speciated PAHs.

· An approach to the data assessment should be
developed, which would include comparison against the
available baseline groundwater data and against
available / relevant water quality standards.  There may
also be a requirement to undertake statistical
assessment and / or trend analysis.

· The results of each round of monitoring should be
compiled and the site condition report should be updated
after each round of monitoring.

· A procedure should be developed should the monitoring
identify an increase in hydrocarbon concentrations.  For
example, this may include reviewing diesel storage and
handling arrangements and stock records, records of
spills / leaks, designing and implementing an enhanced
groundwater and (if necessary) soil monitoring
programme.

· The need for soil sampling would depend on the findings
of the groundwater monitoring programme, and also
whether there are any releases of a dangerous substance
at the installation. The need (or otherwise) for soil
sampling will require justification by the operator.

· Any soil sampling programme should be designed and
supervised by a suitably quality environmental
professional. Agreement may need to be obtained from
the Environment Agency. The SCR should be updated
with the results of any soil sampling.

Supporting
information
and sources

See next column · Site location plan and layout plan reproduced in Appendix
1, Figure 1 and 2 respectively

· Site drainage plan reproduced in Appendix 1, Figure
03623B-001

· Borehole location plan from Delta-Simons, reproduced in
Appendix 1, Figure 4

· Historical Ordnance Survey mapping reproduced in
Appendix 2

· Slough Borough Council Environmental Health Officer
response provided in Appendix 3

· Envirocheck database records reproduced in Appendix 4
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· Publicly available online geological mapping at

www.bgs.ac.uk
· Aquifer designations available at www.magic.gov.uk
· Slough Trading Estate, Slough, Simplified Planning Zone

Scheme 2014-2024, Slough Borough Council November
2014, available at
https://www.slough.gov.uk/downloads/SPZ-main-
text.pdf

Delta-Simons reports reproduced in Appendix 5:
· Delta-Simons Phase I Geo-Environmental Assessment,

September 2016 (Project No. 16-0329.01)
· Delta-Simons Phase II Geo-Environmental Assessment,

December 2016 (Project No. 16-0329.01)
· Delta-Simons Additional Groundwater Assessment

Report, August 2017 (Project No. 16-0329.05)
· Delta-Simons Piling Validation Report, January 2018

(Project No. 16-0329.04)
· Delta-Simons Factual Investigation Report, October 2018

(Project No. 16-0329.07)
Environmental Risk Assessment, provided in Appendix 6
Conservation Screening Report, provided in Appendix 7

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/
http://www.magic.gov.uk/
https://www.slough.gov.uk/downloads/SPZ-main-text.pdf
https://www.slough.gov.uk/downloads/SPZ-main-text.pdf
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3. PERMITTED ACTIVITIES

Table 3-1:  Permitted Activities

3.0 Permitted Activities

Permitted Activities Eight (8) generators to provide electricity to the data centre in the
event of an interruption to the national grid supply, with a rated
thermal input of 7.33MW each. The generator bank will be present
adjacent to the south of the data centre hall. When aggregated, the
rated thermal input capacity of all eight generators proposed to be
installed at the site will be 58.64MW, exceeding the Part A(1)
permitting threshold of 50 megawatts (“MW”), listed under Schedule 1,
Part 2, Chapter 1, Section 1.1. of the Regulations.
The permitted activity includes the delivery and storage of fuel (diesel).
Diesel fuel and ethylene glycol are considered to be the only ‘relevant
hazardous substances’ in use at the site at the time of the application
Site Condition Report. Diesel storage and use takes place within the
generator enclosure in the south of the site, and comprises 8 x 35m3

storage tanks.

Non-Permitted
Activities Undertaken

Operation of the data centre. The installation boundary excludes the
internal data centre operations which under normal operating
conditions will be powered using electricity from the national grid.

Document References
For:
· plan showing

activity layout; and
· environmental risk

assessment.

· Appendix 1 – Site Location Plan – 170003827 Issue 1 Stirling Road,
Figure 1

· Appendix 1 -Site Layout Plan – 1700003827 Issue 1 Stirling Road,
Figure 2

· Appendix 1 – Site Drainage Plan – Figure 03623B-001
· Appendix 7 – Environmental Risk Assessment
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4. CHANGES TO THE ACTIVITY

Table 4-1:  Changes to the Activity

Have there been any
changes to the activity
boundary?

Not applicable at Permit Application.  To be completed by the operator
should changes to the permitted activity boundary change during the
lifetime of the permit.

Have there been any
changes to the permitted
activities?

Not applicable at Permit Application.  To be completed by the operator
should changes to the permitted activities change during the lifetime of
the permit.

Have any ‘dangerous
substances’ not identified
in the Application Site
Condition Report been
used or produced as a
result of the permitted
activities?

Not applicable at Permit Application.  To be completed by the operator
should there be changes to the dangerous substances during the
lifetime of the permit.

Checklist of supporting
information

Not applicable at Permit Application.  Supporting documentation to be
provided by the operator should there be changes to any of the above
during the lifetime of the permit.
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5. MEASURES TAKEN TO PROTECT LAND

Table 5-1:  Measures Taken to Protect Land

Operator to complete this section during the permit and at Permit Surender using records collected
during the life of the permit to summarise whether pollution prevention measures have worked.

Checklist of Supporting
Information

Checklist of supporting information to include:
· Inspection records and summary of findings of inspections for all

pollution prevention measures.
· Records of maintenance, repair and replacement of pollution

prevention measures.
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6. POLLUTION INCIDENTS THAT MAY HAVE HAD AN
IMPACT ON LAND, AND THEIR REMEDIATION

Table 6-1:  Pollution incidents that may have had an impact on land, and their remediation

Not required for Permit Application.
Operator to complete this section during the permit and at Permit Surender to summarise any
pollution incidents that may have damaged the land. Operator to describe how each one was
investigated and remedied. If this is not possible can’t, the operator will need to collect land and /or
groundwater reference data to assess whether the land has deteriorated during the permitted period.

Checklist of Supporting
Information

· Records of pollution incidents that may have impacted on land.
· Records of their investigation and remediation.
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7. SOIL GAS AND WATER QUALITY MONITORING
(WHERE UNDERTAKEN)

Table 7-1:  Soil gas and water quality monitoring (where undertaken)

Not applicable at Permit Application.
Operator to provide details of soil gas and/or water monitoring and a summary of the findings and
say whether it shows that the land deteriorated as a result of the permitted activities. If it did, the
operator is to outline how it was investigated and remedied.

Checklist of Supporting
Information

· Description of soil gas and/or water monitoring undertaken.
· Monitoring results (including graphs).
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8. DECOMMISSIONING AND REMOVAL OF POLLUTION
RISK

Table 8-1:  Decommissioning and removal of pollution risk

Not applicable at Permit Application.
At Permit Surrender operator is to describe how the site was decommissioned and demonstrate that
all sources of pollution risk have been removed. Operator to describe whether the decommissioning
had any impact on the land and outline how this was investigated and remedied.

Checklist of Supporting
Information

· Site closure plan.

· List of potential sources of pollution risk.

· Investigation and remediation reports (where relevant).
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9. REFERENCE DATA AND REMEDIATION
(WHERE RELEVANT)

Table 9-1:  Reference data and remediation (where relevant)

Not required at Permit Application.
At Permit Surrender, operator is to say whether collection of land and/or groundwater data was
required. Or say that it wasn’t required from sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Surrender Site Condition
Report shows that the land has not deteriorated.
If land and/or groundwater reference data is collected, summarise what this entailed, and what the
data found. Say whether the data shows that the condition of the land has deteriorated, or whether
the land at the site is in a “satisfactory state”. If it isn’t, summarise what was done to remedy this.
Confirm that the land is now in a “satisfactory state” at surrender.

Checklist of Supporting
Information

· Land and/or groundwater data collected at application (if collected)

· Land and/or groundwater data collected at surrender (where
needed)

· Assessment of satisfactory state

· Remediation and verification reports (where undertaken)
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10. STATEMENT OF SITE CONDITION

Table 10-1:  Statement of site condition

Not required at Permit Application.
At Permit Surrender, using the information from sections 3 to 7, give a statement about the condition
of the land at the site. This should confirm that:

· the permitted activities have stopped;

· decommissioning is complete, and the pollution risk has been removed; and

· the land is in a satisfactory condition.
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APPENDIX 1
FIGURES

Figure 1: Site Location

Figure 2: Site Boundary and Layout

Figure 3: Site Drainage Plan

Figure 4: Borehole Location Plan
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APPENDIX 2

Historical Map List
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APPENDIX 3

Environmental Health Officer Response
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APPENDIX 4

Envirocheck Database
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APPENDIX 5

Delta Simons Reports
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APPENDIX 6

Environmental Risk Assessment
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